1. GENERAL

1.001 This addendum supplements Section 216-783-501, Issue 3. Place this pink sheet ahead of Page 1 of the section.

1.002 This addendum is issued to make changes in Test G. This addendum does not affect the Equipment Test Lists.

2. CHANGES TO SECTION

2.001 On Page 6, after Step 13, add Step 13.1 as follows—If sender circuits SD-27810-01 and SD-25012-01 are provided—Insulate 12EB of NSA relay.

2.002 On Page 6 revise Step 14 as follows: in Verification column—If only sender circuit SD-25012-01 is provided—VOM indicates 1675 to 1745 ohms. If only sender circuits SD-27810-01 is provided—VOM indicates 2095 to 2175 ohms. If sender circuits SD-27810-01 and SD-25012-01 are both provided—VOM indicates 2095 to 2175 ohms.

2.003 On Page 6, after Step 14, add Step 14.1 as follows: If 12EB of NSA relay was insulated remove insulator from 12EB of NSA relay.